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O St. Joseph, foster father of  
Jesus Christ and true spouse of the  
Virgin Mary, pray for us and the  

suffering and dying of today.

The Voice of Providence: 
Is a non-profit bi-monthly publication 
of the Divine Providence Province of the 
Servants of Charity, a Catholic Religious 
Congregation founded by Saint Louis 
Guanella, (1842–1915).

Mission:
The divine call places the Servants of Charity 
in the heart of the Church, making us share 
more deeply in her mission in the world and 
especially in her care for the poor. In the 
Church, we are witnesses of God’s fatherly 
love and of the sacred value of each person, 
even of the least gifted. 

In collaboration with the people of goodwill, 
we endeavor to safeguard the least ones so 
that we work toward building a better world, 
open to Christ and His Gospel.
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The Dawn of a Magnificent Day
A Reflection by Fr. Joseph Rinaldo, SdC

We have a new Pope, Francis! So much has already been written about him and there 
are as many opinions as people on earth. An old Italian proverb says, “The new day 
can be made by the dawn.” I was impressed, touched and challenged by the remarkable 
things Pope Francis did on the day after his election.

Early in the morning he slipped out of the Vatican in a single, unmarked car, without 
an escort, and drove across Rome to the Basilica of St. Mary Major, the largest basilica 
in the world dedicated to Mary, the Mother of God. There, he prayed before the Virgin 
Mary: the first act of his pontificate. While in the Basilica, he went and knelt in front of 
the tomb of St. Pius V (1504-1572). St. Pius V’s form of the Mass remained essentially 
unchanged for 400 years. It is this form of the Mass that many today call “the old Latin 
Mass.” Pope Francis was making a statement of respect for him and his work, and so, by 
implication, for the form of the Mass that he codified. As a cardinal, Pope Pius V gained 
a reputation for putting orthodoxy before personalities, prosecuting eight French 
bishops for heresy. He also stood firm against nepotism, rebuking his predecessor who 
wanted to make a 13-year old member of his family a cardinal. For a Pope who wishes 
to end corruption, a prayer before the tomb of St. Pius V was a message.

The new Pope asked all the bishops, priests, nuns, and faithful from Argentina not to 
travel to Rome for his installation Mass, but to stay at home, save the money and give it 
instead to the poor and the needy.
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During his first Mass celebrated 
as Pope in the Sistine Chapel, he 
delivered a 7 minute homily without 
a prepared text. He structured his 
homily around three words: to walk, 
to build, to confess or bear witness to 
the glory of Christ and his Cross. He 
asked the cardinals to walk with him, 
and if they fell, to get up and start 
walking again; to build with him, 
to build the Church; and to confess 
or proclaim Christ with him, but 
always, Christ with His Cross. 

On the way back to the Vatican from 
the Basilica, the Pope took a detour 
to his pre-Conclave hotel, to collect 
his things, check out and pay the bill 
himself. Pope Francis wanted to “set 
an example” by personally running 
the errand and settling the tab with 
his own money.

Why the name Francis? When it was clear that the new Pope had been elected, 
“Cardinal Hummes of Brazil embraced me and kissed me and said: ‘Don’t forget 
the poor’…and that struck me…the poor…Immediately I thought of St. Francis of 
Assisi…a man of peace, a man of poverty, a man who loved and protected creation. 
How I would love a Church that is poor and for the poor!” An important aspect of St. 
Francis’ life was his deep spiritual friendship with St. Clare. In her enclosed life she lived 
as profound a commitment to the Gospels as did St. Francis. Many women feel second 
class in the church; the friendship of St. Francis and St. Clare offers hope of a different 
way.

The new Pope made an immediate impact with his extraordinary gestures of humility: 
bowing and asking the crowd’s blessing on election night, and with his displays of 
spontaneity, such as straying from prepared texts and stopping to greet the crowd on 
a Rome street. The new pope’s departures from Vatican protocol sent a revolutionary 
message: that he knows what he thinks is right and will not hesitate to defy precedent or 
the instructions of others to act accordingly. 

Let us pray for this simple, humble, charitable man as he takes the helm of the Chair of 
Peter in these difficult times. A new day has dawned bringing a new sun: we shall live it 
to its fullness, following the steps of Jesus and his new representative on earth. 



St. Joseph and Pope Francis
By Fr. Paul Oggioni, SdC

I was surprised and impressed on March 19th when Pope Francis 
spoke about St. Joseph in the Homily of the Mass at the beginning 
of his Petrine Ministry as Bishop of Rome.

It became clear to us that God, in his providential way to act and be present in the 
Church, had foreseen and prepared the one who would be the successor of Peter. Then, 
reading his homilies and observing the way he relates himself to the people looking at 
him as a shepherd of the universal Church, it becomes clear that the spiritual experience 
of St. Joseph was presented as the style of life that will mark his ministry in the Church.

He presented St. Joseph as protector of Mary and Jesus with his silent, humble and 
faithful surrendering and loving care at every moment. St. Joseph is shown also as 
protector of the Church whose foundation stone is Jesus, born of the Virgin Mary.

“How does Joseph respond to his calling to be the protector of Mary, Jesus and the Church?” 
Pope Francis answers the question saying, “by being constantly attentive to God, open to 
the signs of God’s presence and receptive to God’s plans, and not simply to his own. 

Guanellian Spirituality – St. Joseph     |    3
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Joseph is a protector because he is able to hear God’s voice and be guided by his will; and 
for this reason he is all the more sensitive to the persons entrusted to his safekeeping. He 
can look at things realistically, he is in touch with his surroundings, he can make truly wise 
decisions. In him, dear friends, we learn how to respond to God’s call, readily and willingly, 
but we also see the core of the Christian vocation, which is Christ! Let us protect Christ in 
our lives, so that we can protect others, so that we can protect creation! 

The vocation of being a “protector,” means protecting all creation, the beauty of the created 
world, as the Book of Genesis tells us… It means protecting people, showing loving concern 
for each and every person, especially children, the elderly, those in need, who are often the 
last we think about. It means caring for one another in our families: husbands and wives 
first protect one another, and then, as parents, they care for their children, and children 
themselves, in time, protect their parents. It means building sincere friendships in which 
we protect one another in trust, respect, and goodness. In the end, everything has been 
entrusted to our protection, and all of us are responsible for it. Be protectors of God’s gifts!

Whenever human beings fail to live up to this responsibility, whenever we fail to care for 
creation and for our brothers and sisters, the way is opened to destruction and hearts are 
hardened. Tragically, in every period of history there are “Herods” who plot death, wreak 
havoc, and mar the countenance of men and women.

Please, I would like to ask all those who have positions of responsibility in economic, 
political and social life, and all men and women of goodwill: let us be “protectors” of 
creation, protectors of God’s plan inscribed in nature, protectors of one another and of the 
environment. Let us not allow omens of destruction and death to accompany the advance 
of this world! But to be “protectors,” we also have to keep watch over ourselves! Let us 
not forget that hatred, envy and pride defile our lives! Being protectors, then, also means 
keeping watch over our emotions, over our hearts, because they are the seat of good and 
evil intentions: intentions that build up and tear down! We must not be afraid of goodness 
or even tenderness!

Here I would add one more thing: caring, protecting, demands goodness, it calls for a 
certain tenderness. In the Gospels, Saint Joseph appears as a strong and courageous man, 
a working man, yet in his heart we see great tenderness, which is not the virtue of the 
weak but rather a sign of strength of spirit and a capacity for concern, for compassion, for 
genuine openness to others, for love. We must not be afraid of goodness, of tenderness!”

Pope Francis wanted to tell us the style he wanted to adopt in his ministry of service to 
the Church, St. Joseph’s way of tenderness, patient, humble and loving care, always open 
to that immense horizon filled by a suffering humanity waiting for the salvation we can 
announce only by our faithful and joyful acceptance of Jesus in our life.
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 Shrine of St. Joseph

Cenacle of Faith
By Fr. Paul Oggioni, SdC

The Church, in her solicitude in attending to the spiritual needs of her faithful, teaches 
us that from time immemorial there have been places with spiritual significance where 
God is revealed, honored and worshipped. In the book of Genesis (28,17), Jacob says: 
“How awesome is This Shrine! This is nothing but an abode of God and that is the 
gateway of heaven.”

At the same time the Church recognizes Shrines as places where the pilgrims express 
their special devotion to the mysteries of our redemption, to the Blessed Mother and to 
the Saints, considered as our intercessors before God. The pilgrims, visiting the Shrines, 
always consider them as places for spiritual rest in order to renew their energies for the 
journey they are embarking as a pilgrim people of God.
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We are planning to be more present and 
effective in our ministry at the Shrine of St. 
Joseph and with those struggling every day: 
families, youth, those who are discerning 
their vocation, those who are marginalized 
and are looking for help and consolation 
for their spirit, mind and body. Grafted on 
the thick and fruitful tree of the Church, we 
want our Shrine to become like a “Cenacle 
of Faith”, witnessing the merciful love of 
Jesus toward all those in need of “Bread and 
Paradise” as St. Louis Guanella taught us.

First of all, we want to direct our attention 
to the families and the youth so deeply 
threatened in their identity, vocation and 
mission by today’s worldly mentality and 

suggestions. We are now in the wide open battlefield. However, Pope Francis tells us that 
we should not lose our hope and we should face the challenges with a spirit renewed by 
the graces Jesus is showering on us every day.

On the eve of Pentecost we planted a milestone in the Shrine’s pastoral experience. We 
gave birth to “Silent Clubbing with the Lord.” Since God reveals Himself to those who 
seek Him, like Mary and Joseph, with humble attitude and far from the hubbub of the 
feverish environment, we invited youth and young adults to experience the presence of 
the Lord during the monthly night of prayer in our Shrine. Starting with the celebration 
of the Eucharist, we adore Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament throughout the night in silent 
meditation of the Word of God, the teachings of the Church and of St. Louis Guanella. 
There will not be the noise of the metallic musical instruments or the croaking voice 
of hallucinated singers. The only sound we will perceive is that of the Spirit of the Lord 
moaning in the hearts of the people who join this experience of faith showing them 
how to love God better and how to serve those in need more fruitfully. Priests will also 
be present for the Sacrament of Reconciliation. Staying in silent listening to the voice 
of the Spirit is the best way to get in touch with Jesus and to reconcile ourselves with 
him and with the Church. The night of prayer will always end with another Eucharistic 
Celebration that will become for us the certainty of the continuous presence of Jesus 
sustaining us in our daily journey to the Father.

Besides this experience, during this summer time we will resume the traditional Mass 
at the Grotto every Saturday morning and every Sunday we will celebrate the Holy 
Sacrifice of Jesus at the Calvary, sure that this spiritual renewal of our pastoral activity 
will favor a new flourishing of faith in those coming to the Shrine of St. Joseph.
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Remember Your Loved Ones 
By Making a Dedication or Memorial in Their Name

Dedicate a step of the Holy Stair .................................................................. $5000

Dedicate a Pew in the Shrine ........................................................................ $1000

“I am the Resurrection and the Life” Memorial Wall  ................................ $500

Dedicate a tile near the Calvary .................................................................... $250

Become a Shrine Forester, Plant a tree ......................................................... $150

Dedicate a leaf on the Tree of Remembrance  
in the Shrine ................................................................................................... $500

All donations are used for 
ministry at the Shrine of 
St. Joseph for the Suffering 
and Dying and for the 
continued building up of 
the Shrine in his honor.

For more information  
or to make a pledge,  
please call the Pious Union of St. Joseph Office  
Monday–Friday at 517-522-8017. 

Send email to piousunion@pusj.org.



Sharing Your Devotion 
to St. Joseph with your family and all  
those who God brings into your life

 Donations
      Give blessed St. Joseph Medals to family & friends $5.00 each
      Offer a Mass in thanksgiving to St. Joseph $10 offering
      Share a copy of the Holy Cloak with a friend $5.00 each
      Share copies of the Voice of Providence $1.50 each

Are there places where you visit that will display  
brochures of the Pious Union of St. Joseph?

Let’s generously celebrate the 100th Anniversary of  
St. Guanella’s visit to the United States by spreading  

devotion to our dear St. Joseph.

Please use the envelope in the center of the magazine  
to make requests and send donations.

8    |     Masses, Medals and The Holy Cloak
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Mailbag
Dear Father,

I am sending my “Testimony of a Healing” through the intercession of Venerable 
Bishop Aurelio Bacciarini. I am sending also the results from the CAT scan of 2011 
showing the presence of a stone in the right kidney and a cyst in the left kidney. I prayed 
with the Venerable Bishop all last year after learning about his holy life and I promised 
him to promote his cause and to write to the Pious Union of St. Joseph to help with his 
Beatification. On December 13, 2012 I went for x-rays and the result was negative for 
both kidneys: stone and cyst disappeared as you can see from the medical report.

I am so grateful to God and Bishop Aurelio Bacciarini who was the intercessor in my 
healing.

Barbara A. Taaffe, West Port, PA 

Dear Barbara,

The news of your healing through the intercession of Venerable Bishop Aurelio Bacciarini 
filled our hearts with joy and gratitude. As you know, Bishop Bacciarini was a faithful 
and loving disciple of St. Louis Guanella, whom he defined as a “Sweet Father.” The 
Congregation was still a little flock when Fr. Guanella died and Fr. Bacciarini was 
named by the Holy See as his successor. Then, Pope Benedict XV appointed him as 
Bishop of Lugano, Switzerland. He was a courageous and fearless shepherd of his flock, 
defending the dogmas of the Church and promoting justice and peace in the social life. 
He never stepped down in the midst of difficulties or misunderstandings. He was always 
present, like a new St. Charles Borromeo, where his sheep were struggling with spiritual 
and material difficulties. He suffered also in his body and spirit, passing through many 
challenges. He often said that he was “a poor Bishop, with only one eye, one ear, one 
hand, one lung.” While his physical strength was being reduced throughout his human 
journey, his spirit was strengthened with that spiritual fire consuming him in his love for 
God and for souls. He died on June 27, 1935, on the eve of the feast of the Sacred Heart of 
Jesus to whom he consecrated his Diocese.

We invite all those who are suffering in body or spirit to ask for his intercession so that 
God may be glorified through the recognition of the holiness of this, His faithful Servant 
of Charity.

Fr. Paul

Through the Intercession of Venerable Bishop Aurelio Bacciarini



Blessed Clare Bosatta
The First Blossom of St. Louis Guanella’s Spirituality
By Fr. Joseph Rinaldo, SdC

On April 20, every year, we celebrate Blessed Clare’s liturgical 
feast day. We know that Father Guanella was her spiritual 
director and confessor. We have the letters that Sr. Clare wrote 
to Father Guanella, but we do not have the letters Father 
Guanella wrote to her. 

We know that their relationship was like father and daughter, but we did not truly know 
the relationship of the two souls until a great discovery was made at the Guanellian 
Historical Archive. Father Guanella left a biographical manuscript of his spiritual 
Daughter, probably written shortly after her death on April 21, 1887. From this 
document emerges the great love Father Guanella had for the young Sister. It is like a 
father who enjoys the mystery of his daughter. A saint who contemplates the grace of 
God in another saint. A soul who talks of God to another soul. A teacher who is proud to 
share the wisdom of his best pupil. A poet who runs out of words to chant the beauty of a 
heart captured by the sacrificial love of Jesus. 

10    |      Vocations
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Father Louis tells that, at the extreme hours of her 
life, the spiritual pains, which, “scorching like fire,” 
had accompanied her through all her life, “had 
considerably diminished, and her weak condition 
would not have been able to tolerate greater trials.” 
She was absorbed by a great final trust: “I will see  
my Lord.”

He describes the physical aspect of the “little martyr 
of penance” with grace and simplicity: “A young 
girl of average size, thin with a smooth face; a pretty 
face like a madonna, tan with red cheeks that made 
it even prettier.” This “angelic feature” reveals a 
personality of “great intelligence, resolute will and 
strong determination, with a very sensitive heart 
and extremely appreciative.” Her most notable 
characteristic was in the apparent contradiction that shows her “of timid character 
and at the same time ardent for the care of her soul.” The gift of tears “was a comfort 
to her and she was abundantly favored. It is hard to understand it out of the mystical 
experience, but it illumines the most precious side of her spirit’s sensitivity: she wanted 
to achieve much, but she realized she could not reach it.”

In the complex spiritual journey of Sister Clare, intense prayer, accepted penance and 
constant suffering are the paths that lead to a full conformation with Jesus and urge 
towards the peaks of Christian perfection soaring like an eagle as Father Guanella 
compares her. Often, he employs expressions of unusual tenderness to capture Sr. 
Clare’s profile, besides proposing her as a model of Christian life. The priest from the 

“In the complex spiritual journey of Sister 
Clare, intense prayer, accepted penance  
and constant suffering are the paths that  
lead to a full conformation with Jesus 

and urge towards the peaks of Christian 
perfection soaring like an eagle… ”
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mountains was deeply touched by her faith and would like everyone to know that this 
young girl deserves to be recognized as a saint. “She was an innocent angel,” he wrote, 
“who lived giving of herself totally to all. She allowed her soul, transparent and pure like 
the crystal clear water of the mountains, to be shaped by the Spirit that rendered her 
docile and sensitive to the voice of God and that of her superiors.”

Father Guanella was close to Sr. Clare and invites us to get closer to her, by portraying 
her in terms of light, with beautiful and delicate words, at times even too sweet, as we 
note in the numerous images of flowers. “She was like a fragrant garden of the most 
beautiful flowers; a rose of charity toward God, a violet of humility in the family, a lily of 
purity among her peers, spreading around its pleasing fragrances.” With the simplicity 
of these and other paragons he portrays a Sr. Clare who appears real and clear, strongly 
marked by human fragility, but at the same time ‘divine’ in her high aspirations. She 
refines her spirit of faith, fortifies herself in preparation of the hard experience of the 
silence of God, a phase that all mystics go through. We can only learn, admire and be 
silent, because it is about the mystery of God who chooses and captivates a soul. It is 
about a mystical experience, the contemplative dimension of Sr. Clare’s spirituality, the 
primacy of God’s initiative and the purifying action of the Creator for his deep love for 
his creatures.

Prayer to Obtain Graces  
through the Intercession  
of Blessed Clare Bosatta

O Jesus, Savior of the lowly, who made BLESSED CLARE 
BOSATTA shine through the spirit of sacrifice, by 

rendering her an untiring apostle of Your Gospel among 
the poor, teach us her total abandonment in Divine 

Providence, her love for prayer, her patience in suffering, 
and her spirit of dedication to the most needy. Grant us, 
through her intercession, the grace…that we ask you for 

trustingly. Through Christ our Lord. Amen!



St. Luigi Guanella, the Sacred Heart of Jesus, 
and the Apostleship of Prayer
By Fr. James Kubicki, SJ

The devotion of St. Louis Guanella to the Sacred Heart of Jesus is well known. Much less 
known is the way in which our saint encouraged people to practice this devotion. He 
wrote: “The Apostleship of Prayer is…the center of the devotion to the Sacred Heart of 
Jesus.” Fr. Guanella had joined the Apostleship of Prayer as a seminarian. What is this 
Apostleship of Prayer which Fr. Guanella so valued?

Evangelization     |    13
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The Apostleship of Prayer began in a Jesuit seminary in Vals, France in 1844, two years 
after St. Guanella was born. The young Jesuits were inflamed with a great missionary 
fervor. They had just read letters that some French Jesuit missionaries had written from 
India describing their work and its success: how the Gospel was preached and received, 
how thousands were being baptized and parish communities were being formed, how 
schools were being established. The Jesuit seminarians got so excited that they began 
spending time in the library reading articles about India instead of studying. They 
got impatient and complained about wasting their time and their lives in studies that 
seemed to have no connection with saving souls. 

On December 3, the feast of the great Jesuit missionary St. Francis Xavier, their spiritual 
director, Fr. Francois-Xavier Gautrelet gathered them together for a spiritual conference 
and challenged them. He told them that any success on the missions was a spiritual 
fruit that needed to be watered by spiritual means. They had those means at their 
disposal right there. They shouldn’t wait to be apostles, but become active apostles of 
prayer. They could take all the prayers and works of every day and offer them to God 
for the spread of the Gospel and the salvation of souls. They could even offer up their 
frustrations and sufferings for this intention. In that way they would nourish the work 
of their brother Jesuits in India.

The idea caught on because it provided the seminarians with a sense of purpose at a 
time when they thought they were wasting their time. They began to pray a simple 
morning offering prayer with which they made their entire day a prayer. They offered 
their prayers, the work of studying and living together in a large community, and their 
impatience, pains, and sufferings to God the Father in union with the perfect offering 
of Jesus on the cross and at Mass. In this way even the mundane activities of a given day 
acquired eternal significance, joined as they were to the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. 

So what does the morning offering of these Apostles of Prayer have to do with devotion 
to the Sacred Heart of Jesus? To be truly devoted to the Heart of Jesus means sharing 
in the desires of that Heart which was always filled with love for humanity. The Second 
Person of the Blessed Trinity so loved the world that He became a man. Jesus, human 
and divine, loved us with all the feelings of a human heart that was moved by divine 
love. Our devotion, our desire to have a heart like the Heart of Jesus, means that we 
should be moved by suffering as His Heart was. It’s no accident that St. Louis Guanella 
was moved by the plight of the poor and founded congregations to minister to those 
who are suffering. 

United with Jesus’ Heart, we desire and pray and work for the salvation of every human 
being. If we live in union with the Heart of Jesus we won’t want to lose any opportunity, 
any minute, to serve the poor and work for the salvation of souls. The Morning 
Offering, prayed and lived, helps us to do that. 

Shortly after its creation, the Apostleship of Prayer spread beyond the seminary to 
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the entire world. Everyone needs to know that his or her life has meaning, and the 
simple yet profound spirituality of the Apostleship offered that assurance. In time the 
Apostleship began uniting all its many members in a specific monthly prayer intention 
which the Pope soon claimed as his own. St. Louis would have been aware of this prayer 
intention as a seminarian when he joined the Apostleship of Prayer. In 1928, about a 
decade after St. Louis’ death, the Pope added a second monthly intention specifically for 
the missions. Today the Apostleship continues to promote devotion to the Sacred Heart 
of Jesus and prayer for the Pope’s two monthly intentions. 

In his Angelus Message of June 1, 2008, Pope Benedict affirmed this way of practicing 
devotion to the Sacred Heart. He said: “I invite each one of you to renew in the month 
of June his or her own devotion to the Heart of Christ, also using the traditional prayer 
of the daily offering and keeping present the intentions I have proposed for the whole 
Church.”

You can join St. Louis Guanella in membership in the Apostleship of Prayer by 
enrolling with the national office located at 1501 S. Layton Blvd., Milwaukee, WI 53215 
or online at apostleshipofprayer.org. Or simply call us at (414)486-1152. We will send 
you an enrollment kit of materials to help you grow in your devotion to the Sacred 
Heart as you pray with and for the Pope’s monthly prayer intentions. 

Fr. Kubicki is the National Director of the Apostleship of Prayer  
and has recently written a book, A Heart on Fire, Rediscovering 
Devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Visit apostleshipofprayer.org  
to purchase your copy.

Daily Offering of the 
Apostleship of Prayer:

O Jesus, through the Immaculate Heart of Mary, I offer You my prayers, 
works, joys, and sufferings of this day in union with the Holy Sacrifice  
of the Mass throughout the world. I offer them for all the intentions of 

Your Sacred Heart: the salvation of souls, reparation for sin, and the 
reunion of all Christians. I offer them for the intentions of our bishops  

and of all  Apostles of Prayer, and in particular for those  recommended  
by our Holy Father this month.
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By Joseph Yekulis, Public Relations Director

On Sunday February 24, 2013, a full church at St. Mary Parish in Chelsea, MI joined 
the Most Rev. Earl Boyea, Bishop of Lansing, in celebrating the 100th Anniversary of 
the visit of St. Louis Guanella to the United States in 1913. Bishop Boyea was joined 
by Monsignor Steven Raica of Lansing, the five local Guanellian priests from St. Louis 
Center, and Rev. William J. Turner, Pastor of St. Mary, in presiding over the Mass. Forty 
St. Louis Center residents and staff members were in attendance, along with many local 
Knights of Columbus families. Chelsea Council #3092 is named after the Founder, and 
is now known as the St. Louis Guanella Council. The Cardinal O’Hara 4th Degree K of 
C Assembly provided the Color Corps for the Mass. 

During his homily, Bishop Boyea spoke of the significance of St. Louis Guanella’s 
outreach to America, and the contribution of the Guanellian congregation of priests to 
the Diocese of Lansing. At the end of Mass, Fr. Joseph Rinaldo, SdC., presented Bishop 
Boyea with a gift of a relic of St. Louis Guanella in a new reliquary. The relic is a bone 
fragment of St. Guanella, which according to Catholic teaching, is worthy of veneration 
by the faithful. At the conclusion of Mass, Bishop Boyea invited members of the faithful 
to come forward for a special blessing, using the relic of St. Guanella.

A special reception followed the Mass, and nearly 200 people remained for an “Italian 
Breakfast” that consisted of deli meats, bread, cheese, fruit, and yogurt. Fr. Joseph 
Rinaldo, Provincial Treasurer, spoke about the history of Fr. Guanella’s visit (December 
15, 1912 - Feb. 8, 1913) and Fr. Guanella’s impact on the people of the world he met as 
he traveled throughout the world. His visit was very well received, as he went from east 
to west and from New York to Chicago. 

Servants of Charity Celebrate Centennial 
Anniversary of St. Guanella’s U.S.A.  
Visit with Bishop of Lansing, MI
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Following his U.S. visit, he 
sent a handful of sisters from 
the Daughters of St. Mary of 
Providence to Chicago to start 
a mission at Addolorata Parish, 
Our Lady of Sorrows in English, 
however due to language barriers 
and other factors, the sisters were 
unable to sustain their mission 
and eventually returned to Italy. 
Following Fr. Joseph’s address, the crowd was treated to a short film about the life of Fr. 
Guanella. 

Rev. Turner then took a turn speaking about the impact that St. Louis Center has had 
on the local community, and expressed how the presence of these developmentally 
disabled residents has taught St. Mary to be a more caring parish community. Chelsea 
Grand Knight Scott Staelgraeve spoke about the lessons of charity his council has 
learned from the presence of St. Louis Center, and State Deputy Michael Malinowski of 
the Michigan Knights of Columbus spoke of how the Knights of Michigan have enjoyed 
supporting St. Louis Center as a statewide charity. Finally, Bishop Boyea gave a farewell 
blessing to everyone present at the end of the program. 

St. Louis Guanella was canonized as a saint of the Catholic Church on October 23, 2011 
at Vatican Square in Rome, and founded the Servants of Charity congregation of priests 
in 1908. He made it his mission in life to care for the “poorest of the poor,” especially 
persons with developmental disabilities. 
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Gambling  
            and Wealth: 

The Impossible Dream
By Fr. Joseph Rinaldo, SdC



For centuries, humankind has progressed with the belief 
that wealth was made by work, whether manual, intellectual 
or creative. In our days, the mentality is that at the origin of 
wealth, there is no work per se, but investment activities in the 
financial world. Therefore, I don’t need to work if I can make 
money otherwise. 

Financial speculation can make you rich very fast, especially if assisted by a little luck, a 
little know-how, and little morality.

The loss of dependence on wealth from work is having a harmful effect, not just in the 
economy, but also in our culture, education and family habits, even if we do not 
realize it.

To be successful, you have to be smart, cunning and first. We can only think how 
innocuously we spend money on gambling, betting, lottery, scratch and win, and even 
encouraged by governments.  

With economic growth still anemic and tax revenue down, governments are hoping 
to find additional funds by allowing more gambling. In New York, Governor Andrew 
Cuomo is proposing to change the state Constitution in order to legalize commercial 
casinos. In Michigan two separate casino development campaigns are under way to 
persuade voters, who have to approve new casinos, to allow a total of 15 new casinos 
across the state. Similar proposals are moving fast in Ohio and Maryland.

There are now 500 casinos in 27 states. These states justify gambling by alleging that the 
gambling tax revenue will benefit their communities.

Pulitzer Prize winning historian, Taylor Branch, says that “state sponsored gambling is 
an essential corruption of democracy” because of the social ills that result and due to its 
unfair impact on the poor.

The Center for Public Conversation 
at the Institute for American Values 
states that the “Growing Government-
Casino Partnership is a Deal with 
the Devil.” The gambling explosion 
that has intensified in recent years is 
fast becoming a gambling arms race. 
The lure of getting rich quickly plays 
well in the contemporary cultural 
mentality of instant gratification. The 
majority of gamblers come from those 
groups least able to bear the burden of 

The Impossible Dream
By Fr. Joseph Rinaldo, SdC
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their inevitable losses: seniors, minority groups and the working class. More gambling 
might seem an attractive option for governments, but at a great detriment for people 
whose welfare they are elected to protect. 

Most people with gambling problems slowly lose control over how much time 
and money they spend gambling. They focus only on gambling and ignore their 
responsibilities and the harm their gambling causes. Some people who gamble have 
tried to control themselves, but have failed. They can’t accept that they will never win 
back what they have lost. Other people promise to quit but can’t. They fear their loved 
ones will find them out. This drives them deeper into hiding their addiction and further 
into debt. They keep hoping a big win will end their problems. The first step for people 
with gambling problems is to give up on their losses and their hope of a big win. Then 
they can begin to regain control over their gambling and their lives. 

The impact on families is severe, often tragic. The most common problem is the loss 
of money. Savings, property or belongings may suddenly be lost. This kind of money 
crisis makes a family feel scared, angry, betrayed, hurt, confused and distrustful. These 
emotions make it harder to solve problems. The person who gambles may even deny 
that there is a problem. For this reason, gamblers normally suffer isolation. Their loved 
ones and friends do not want to associate with them. They develop depression and 
burnout for themselves and their families

Children are the worst victims when a parent has a gambling problem. They feel 
forgotten, depressed and angry. They may believe they caused the problem and that, if 
they are “good,” the problem will stop. Children may also believe they must take sides 
between their parents. They may stop trusting a parent who makes promises he or she 
doesn’t keep. They may steal from the parent or get in trouble by using alcohol or other 
drugs, gambling or breaking the law.

Family violence is more common when families are in crisis. Gambling problems can 
lead to physical or emotional abuse of a partner, elder parent or child. 

Theologically speaking, Christians believe that God created the world but did not 
completely finish it. He wants us to complement it with our work. If we do not place 
work at the center of income, the financial world becomes a paper doll because 
production stops and in the process we destroy the civilization of work which is a child 
of Christianity. The Ora et Labora, Pray and Work of St. Benedict, places work and 
prayer at the same level. This was a true Christian revolution. For the Greco-Roman 
civilization work was for the slaves. The free people attended to reading, arts, politics 
and the army. For Christianity man becomes free through work. Among the religions of 
the world, only Christianity has placed the concept of work at the center of life.

Therefore, the Church invites us to reunite and connect wealth to work. Paul VI stated 
in the Populorum Progressio that “Every Worker is a Creator.” 
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Father Guanella and his Popes
By Guanelliani.org

During Father Guanella’s 
lifetime, the Italian Church was 
committed to reclaiming its 
rights from a strongly liberal and 
laical state, which had already 
taken away many material 
assets, starting from the Papal 
state and ending with the 
exclusion of religious teaching in 
the schools and the department 
of theology from universities. 

When one is in a defensive posture, a fighting 
posture develops, and one becomes blinded 
and unable to see the good that exists within 
one’s enemy.

It is not surprising that Father Guanella stated that “the Church of Jesus Christ is a 
battle field” and that “it is like Noah’s Ark: whoever doesn’t find shelter in that Ark will 
be swallowed by the furious waves of the Flood.” This exasperates the known principle 
of the impossibility of being saved outside of the Church (Eccleisam nulla salus).

The Devotion to the Pope also comes from here; devotion that was expressed with  
emphasis and at times with a little rhetoric welcoming His simple words. In 1904 during 
a meeting Saint Pius X spoke a few simple words of excitement and encouragement 
to the sisters, “Be good, help him, help each other,” and Father Guanella took the 
opportunity to write a long exegesis, as if they were God’s words.

He often repeated Saint Ambrogio’s expression, “Where Peter is found there is the 
Church,” (ubi Petrus, ibi Ecclesia), to express his total adhesion to the Catholic faith. He 
also stated that he wanted to obey the simple wishes of the Pope, because he saw them 
as the will of God. He wanted the statue of Innocence XI on the facade of the Sanctuary 
of the Sacred Heart in Como, with the statues of Peter and Paul. He didn’t make this 
choice because the Pope was a native of Como, but because He was an intrepid defender 
of the Church during the times of “Regalism” (limiting the powers of the Church) and 
Liberalism. Also, to commemorate the Holy Year of 1900, he reproduced the statue of 
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Saint Peter from the Vatican Basilica for his sanctuary. 
This statue has enjoyed renewed devotion by many 
followers after being abandoned for years. 

In a letter to Blessed Michele Rua, Superior General 
of the Salesians in 1896, he invited others to pray to 
the Archangel for the conversion of those who oppose 
the Church, so they would become “servants of the   
true faith”. So Father Guanella didn’t seem adverse to 
men, but more to the idea that he was always happy 
to rejoice when one of them is converted. In that way, 
he lived according to the distinction between sin and 
sinner, a principle that was very dear to Pope John 
XXIII.

He overcame a purely legal vision of the Church in 
favor of a more mutual vision, where the relationship 
between the Pope and his devoted people was based on 
love. “The Church of Jesus Christ is the union of all the 
devoted people...in Holy Mother Church, the members 
love each other like brothers in the charity of Christ, 
under the tender and filial obedience of His Vicar on 
earth, the Highest Pontiff.”

Father Guanella was born when Gregory XVI was 
Pope; however in 1846, when he was 4 years old, Pius 
IX was elected and would lead the Church for 32 years. 
It was because of his inflexibility in the adhesion to the 
Pope that he didn’t have a good reputation among the 
political Authorities, and he suffered for many years 
because of it. 

During his time with the Salesians, Father Bosco put 
him in charge of preparing homage to the Pope. In 
a letter, he promised to pray for him and asked for a 
plenary indulgence until death for him and his relatives 
until the third generation. 

He saw the dogma of papal infallibility, proclaimed 
by Vatican Council I, as exalting and he compared his 
joy to what he would feel if, lost in the woods, a guide 
would appear to show him the way home. 

The election of Leo XIII brought an official openness of the Church towards social 
problems; and this comforted Father Guanella greatly; especially since it was under this 

Gregory XVI

Pius IX

Leo XIII
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Pontiff that, after numerous trips to Rome in 
the attempt to open a House, he succeeded in 
founding the rural colony at Mount Mario. As 
a result, he dedicated a sign to the Pope, “the 
glories of the papacy, from Adam to Leo XIII”. 

It is useless to talk about the relationship 
between Father Guanella and Pius X, 
since there are so many signs of the 
esteem between the two, both verbally and 
anecdotally. It is enough to mention the 
statement of the High Pontiff a few months 
before he died,“You and I understood each 
other.” Their first meeting took place in 
Castiglione delle Stiviere, when Monsignor 
Sarto was still Bishop of Mantua. When being 
introduced to Father Guanella, he said with a 
smile,“Ah! This is the priest about whom we 
whispered in the dining hall,” alluding to the 
critiques of him.

Pius X always helped Father Guanella 
materially and morally, sometimes even 
in dramatic fashion, like when he had the 
injunction of not accepting more elderly 
from the Sacred Congregation because of 
some specific problems. After hearing these 
reasons, the Pope said, “Keep your elderly,” 
they were Father Guanella’s favorite people 
among the poor. 

Cardinal Respighi, the Pope’s vicar, stated, 
“Father Louis is a man of exceptions: he has 
the favor of the Pope on his side.”

With Benedict XV Father Guanella had three meetings, the last of which was 
defined as “precious”, a month before his death. Father Leonardo Mazzucchi, his 
first successor in the male congregation, talks about a long and important meeting, 
without specifying the content. 

The same pope was good at helping Father Guanella materially and spiritually, and 
when he knew of his agony, he said, “A saint is dying.” 

Finally, Pope Benedict XVI inscribed Blessed Louis Guanella in the book of the 
Saints on October 23, 2011.

Pius X

Benedict XV
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The Guanellians of Talavadi, India  
Provide Hope to the Hopeless
By Fr. Ronald Jesia, SdC

Nazareth Illam (Nazareth Home) was opened in summer 2009 as a charitable 
institution of the Servants of Charity in India. It is located in the northwest region of 
the southern state of Tamilnadu, and represents the expansion of the Christian Mission 
undertaken by diocesan pastor, Fr. Antony Samy, under the name Talavadi Rural 
Education Trust for the marginalized population of the area. The present mission 
comprises seventy villages along the mountains of the Muduamalai range where 
illiteracy, illness and disability are rampant; medical, educational and transportation 
facilities are scarce and economic and social conditions are poor. Apart from religious 
life, our confreres join together with a handful of staff and volunteers to undertake 
many critical programs. 

The Community Rehabilitation Program helps to identify and categorize local people 
with different levels of disabilities in collaboration with the State Health Department 
and consequently connects them to applicable grants, subsidies and medical facilities of 
the state. They group small self-societies and families with the disabled and meet with 
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them as individuals and groups; providing counseling and updating them about state-
sponsored programs. They also review their physical and economic status, encouraging 
them to apply for matching subsidies that provide them with medications they can 
afford.

The Program for Children with Physical Disabilities revolves around identifying 
and counseling individuals and their families about the importance of education and 
linking them to mainstream schools. Periodic school visits are made, and once every 
two months they visit the Center in groups for support of their needs throughout the 
scholastic year.

The Mental Health Program under state sponsorship is under way at the same facility, 
where periodic camps are conducted by state medical personnel, and persons with 
mental illness are identified and given counseling and treatment or referred for further 
medications if needed.

The Residential Program for Persons with Mental Illnesses is another state-
subsidized program that takes care of 75 people, with the collaboration of a staff nurse, 
a warden and visits from psychiatrists and medical teams from a nearby hospital run 
by the Franciscan Sisters of Assisi. People in this program are usually street wanderers 
passed on to us by the local police from three districts, after due scrutiny by the State 
Mental Health Department. They are provided with a serene atmosphere and basic 
needs. Then as part of the program along with the prescribed medications, they are 
provided with training in personal hygiene, physical training and counseling. They 
collaborate with the staff in cleaning, washing clothes, cooking, gardening, preparing 
firewood and other household chores. 
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Taking into account the needs of the area, an Orphan Education Program was started 
to help students suffering from poor economic conditions and limited transportation to 
school. At present, 10 to 15 students who frequent the nearby schools are boarded and 
lodged on the premises, either for the entire scholastic year or for a few months. 

Further, the Center serves as the focus of Parents Association Programs, Social Work 
Training, Self-Help Group Meetings, Women Empowerment Programs and Spiritual 
workshops for the entire community without bias.

Added to the minimum subsidy from the state, the entire mission is sustained through 
the generosity of benefactors from various social and religious backgrounds. The 
program exists on a total budget of one million rupees per year, which is equal to 
$20,000 U.S. dollars. The farmers in the vicinity are so appreciative of the mission, that 
they support it with their own simple donations of rice, vegetables and other locally 
grown foods. Some non-governmental organizations like the Lions Club actively 
participate in this endeavor. The local church (in the Ooty diocese) highly values it as a 
great evangelical witness. This mission unlike most other institutions of the Guanellians 
in India, is partially supported, but greatly valued by the State for its philanthropic 
nature. 

We have no walls in our complex, so everyone is able to see what we do. We have 
become a gathering place for the entire community, and a place where people know 
they can come for help. I am sure that the simple lifestyle of our mission and the hard 
work of our religious community will blossom into an authentic Guanellian enterprise.

Fr. Ronald Jesia was born in India in the Village of Manavai in the state of Tamil Nadu. 
He entered St. Joseph’s Seminary in Cuddalore in 1992, and was ordained in 2005. He 
became Vice-Rector of the Seminary and pastor of the local parish until the Summer of 
2011, when he was assigned to Nazareth Illam in Talavadi. In early 2012, he was assigned 
to St. Louis Center in Chelsea, MI, where he now serves as Assistant Administrator in a 
program serving children and adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities. 
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All human beings are creatures of habit. We all become 
comfortable in our homes, our families and careers. When 
a change is necessary, we seem somewhat resistant to it, it 
takes time to readjust to new surroundings and daily rituals; 
sometimes we even lament over our former way of life; longing 
for its return. 

Pope Benedict XVI has made many changes in his life and adapted to new levels of 
responsibility along the way; most recently stepping down from the Petrine Ministry 
of the past eight years. At his age how is he able to reinvent his life and endure the 
suffering of learning to find his way down this unchartered path? 

In society today, all priests endure suffering because of their vocational choice; they lead 
a lifestyle that is in conflict with the messages that society emits every moment from 
the endless media outlets at its disposal. Make that priest a bishop or cardinal and the 
scrutiny increases; but the one chosen by the Holy Spirit as Successor of St. Peter; his 
suffering becomes a spiritual Calvary. Benedict XVI has experienced each one of these 
levels, most recently enduring spiritual ‘martyrdom’ in his papacy. 

Now that he has given up the title ‘Holy Father,’ it seems as though life would become 
easier for him, but as any father knows you never stop being a parent when your job 
changes. In a sense he will always be our father and what would our father like us to 

Martyr, Monk or 
Mustard Seed? By Kelly Flaherty
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learn from the choices he has made? Let us consider first his namesake St. Benedict 
of Nursia, father of western monasticism and Patron of Europe. St. Benedict was an 
educated man and consciously decided to depart from Rome and literary life to find 
a place where he could achieve his one purpose: to serve God. He did not desire to 
become a hermit, but as you read in his biography endured suffering at the hands of 
others as he progressed in holiness. Joseph Ratzinger, too, became a very educated man 
and attained high office, transforming himself to the papacy, becoming Benedict XVI. 
As his namesake retreated from Subiaco to save his followers from persecution as a 
result of his presence, Benedict XVI has taken what Fr. Nicola Bux sees as one step back 
so that the Church may take two steps forward.

Next let us consider where he will live out his earthly life; a monastery. Aside from a 
place where monks live, a monastery is a place designed to remove all obstacles that 
would impede its inhabitants from living a life of prayer, interceding for us all. This 
particular monastery is located in the shadow of St. Peter’s Basilica and since 1994 has 
been occupied by different orders of contemplative nuns whose sole purpose was to 
pray for the pope, his ministry and the cardinals. From this spot the ‘Bishop Emeritus of 
Rome’ will be able to keep the Pope, the church and the world always in his view and in 
his prayers. 

His life in the monastery will be quiet, dedicated to reading, study and prayer. Benedict 
XVI said during his final Sunday Angelus, “The Lord is calling me to…devote myself 
even more to prayer and meditation…” and in so doing will “continue to serve the 
Church…but in a way that is better suited to my age and strength.” I believe that he will 
continue to follow the way of his namesake; retreating from the world of busyness and 
work in order to grow in holiness and pray for the souls of all sinners. In a sense he will 
decrease so that the Lord can increase; becoming like the tiny mustard seed planted in 
the Vatican Gardens to grow and sprout a greater faith. 

So is he a martyr, a monk or a mustard seed? I believe he is a little bit of each; with 
lessons for us to learn and ways for us to follow from each perspective. Benedict XVI 
might have a bumpy road ahead of him, but the Rule of St. Benedict and the example 
that he left behind will assist him on this next leg of his journey. 

“The Lord is calling me to…devote myself  
even more to prayer and meditation…to 

continue to serve the Church…but in a way 
that is better suited to my age and strength.”
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Parable of a Good 
Samaritan
This is our latest book, revealing in 
a very unusual way the heart and 
soul of St. Louis Guanella.

The sequence of one hundred stories, 
illustrated by artist Bill Shurliff, captures the 
real Father Guanella in action and in ecstasy. 
They are almost bedtime stories, but they 
did not put me to sleep. They touched me, 
inspired me and challenged me at the same 
time.

This is the nature of these parables. Some 
are humorous, some engaging, others 
captivating, surprising and amazing. All of them reveal Father Guanella’s 
communion with God, trust in Divine Providence and love for the poor.

It’s hard to define holiness.

This book taught me that holiness is God’s masterful work in a human heart to 
carve it in His own image and likeness. 

Fr. Joseph Rinaldo, SdC



Is God Calling You to 
Serve Others?
Among those who are deprived of human and spiritual 
support, we care for developmentally disabled, abandoned 
youth, indigent elderly, and the incurably and terminally ill. 
We are also committed to pastoral and missionary work in the 
Americas, Europe, Asia and Africa. 

The Servants of Charity Priests and Brothers, Daughters of St. Mary of Providence, 
Cooperators and hundreds of members of the greater Guanellian family serve over a 
million brothers and sisters while offering comfort, consolation and support. There is 
room for many others; those needing help and those who want to help. 

Consider joining our mission, making the love of God more and more visible in our 
world. For more information, contact:

Sacred Heart Church 
Fr. Silvio De Nard 
118 Taunton Ave. 
East Providence, RI 02914 
tel: 401-434-0326 
vocations@servantsofcharity.org

St. Louis Center 
Fr. Satheesh Alphonse 
953 E. Michigan Ave.  
Grass Lake, MI 49240  
tel: 270-556-7789 
vocations@servantsofcharity.org

Daughters of St. Mary  
of Providence 
Sr. Brenda McHugh 
953 E. Michigan Ave. 
Grass Lake, MI 49240 
srbrenda@pusj.org



Prayer for Vocations
Pray, we beg You, O holy Mother of 
God, that religious vocations to this 
work of mercy may be multiplied, 
and that those who are called to 
help may be eager to respond for the 
greater glory of God, your honor, 
and the relief of many who suffer in 
misery and abandonment. Amen.

Please consider helping one of our seminarians to  
become a priest or a brother for one dollar a day.
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